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SERMON at a Glance  OCTOBER 16 2022 

Nineteenth Sunday After of Pentecost  October 16, 

2022 

The Season of Creation 

 “The Law of The Heart ”  ,    

 Reformation Sunday With Metropolitan Silver Band 

240 Manor Road East  With The Rev. Dr. John Joseph Mastandrea , the Music of Tom 

Marcaccini, the Cornerstone Band 

Kids @ The Manor/ Youth @ the Manor Allison Marcaccini, 

Seniors@ the Manor 

www.Manorroadunitedchurch.com 

Jeremiah 31:27-34;2 Timothy 3:14-4:5 ; Luke 18:1-8 

_________________________________________ 

 We are the heart. It is the time to punctuate, initiate the platform, and the new idea. At 
first glance we rise up in the ordinary. How long? How do we imagine a better world? 

We hear I will make a new covenant pregnant with possibility signs for the future 
brimming with promise. We face exile and return in episodes of grief when time stops. 
The past is severed; we hear the voice, the whisper of hope now. 

We belong to holy ground. The prophet writes, “ I will write on their hearts”. 

The bold speak, the God covenant, in the silence of the rubble, the dark foreboding day 
of the Lord. There is the new time, to build, to plant, in the coming fertile time, the God 
watches for today when we let go of our innocence. 

We hear from Timothy, “All scripture is inspired by God” in the sacred letter faith 
teachers bring us the foundation to emerge again and plant in the lifeless heart.  

Pray always and do not lose heart. Persist, resist, for all we know in the life of prayer is 
asking, seeking, knocking, and waiting, kingdom come. 

There is the human capacity for rendering nothingness.  
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There was a widow who kept coming to him. We keep coming to him in our inner Christ 
child. All belong to God may be equipped for every good work on the rock foundation of 
God.  We are the heart. I will make a covenant. I will write about their hearts. All scripture 
is inspired by God. Pray always and do not lose heart. I will grant justice.  Knowing who 
the whole being is.  

I will make a new covenant. Today we remember the reformation. Time now to reform the 
reformation. The law of the heart, body and spirit are one.  

I will sow the house of Israel and the house of Judah with the seed of humans and the 
seed of animals. The letter of response, grant me justice is this liminal space. 

We are the heart. I will make a covenant. I will write on their  hearts. All scripture is 
inspired by God. Pray always and do not lose heart. I will grant justice. 

We hear Gandhi’s wisdom in the sin and rupture of social cohesion. 

We are the heart - in new covenant  We are the heart- in heart writing. 

We are the heart- in sacred word We are the heart- in endless prayers 

We are the heart- in justice now We are the noble task 

I will make a new covenant, building truth. The law of the heart. Make a new covenant.  

We are the heart.  

Poem 

 

The heart it suffers losses For every single tear 
Sometimes when it is lonely Or feels a heartache near 
We will scold our children No, you can’t do that 
A single tear will fall  But it’s not all so bad 
 
The heart it will heal Through the strength of love it gives 
There is no greater strength on earth Than a heart’s strength of will 
 
Turn back the pages Through the ages of all time 
It is love of heart that has guided us And constantly reminds 
 
Although a single tear may fall Although it may suffer so 
It is so apart of us And too that of our soul 
 
The heart it will heal 
Through the strength of love it gives 
There is no greater strength on earth 
Than a heart’s will to live. 

Bill Simmons 

https://www.poemhunter.com/bill-simmons/

